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Chemical cross-linkinghasemergedas apowerful approach for the structural characterizationof
proteins and protein complexes. However, the correct identification of covalently linked
(cross-linked or XL) peptides analyzed by tandem mass spectrometry is still an open challenge.
Here we present SIM-XL, a software tool that can analyze data generated through commonly
used cross-linkers (e.g., BS3/DSS). Our software introduces a new paradigm for search-space
reduction, which ultimately accounts for its increase in speed and sensitivity. Moreover, our
search engine is the first to capitalize on reporter ions for selecting tandemmass spectra derived
from cross-linked peptides. It also makes available a 2D interaction map and a
spectrum-annotation tool unmatched by any of its kind. We show SIM-XL to be more sensitive
and faster thanacompeting toolwhenanalyzing adata set obtained fromthehumanHSP90.The
software is freely available for academic use at http://patternlabforproteomics.org/sim-xl. A
video demonstrating the tool is available at http://patternlabforproteomics.org/sim-xl/video.
SIM-XL is the first tool to support XL data in the mzIdentML format; all data are thus available
from the ProteomeXchange consortium (identifier PXD001677).
This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Computational Proteomics.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Recently, chemical cross-linking coupled to high-resolution
mass spectrometry (XL-MS) emerged as a powerful strategy to
broaden the toolset for protein structural characterization and
for determining protein–protein interactions. In this ap-
proach, the side chains of amino acids in proteins and/or
their complexes are covalently linked by reactions with
cross-linkers. After enzymatic digestion of the cross-linked
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protein(s), cross-linked peptides can be identified by tandem
mass spectrometry, generating spatial constraints between
amino acid residues. In other words, the distance between
two interacting partners (e.g., amino acids of the same protein
or different ones or even lipids, RNA, DNA, and carbohydrates)
can be inferred through the establishment of the covalent
bond, therefore allowing for low-resolution characterization.
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Ultimately, these distance restraints enable a variety of
structural information to be obtained, unraveling important
information for understanding protein folding, complex
topology and interaction regions [1,2].

Although identifying unmodified peptides (i.e., linear pep-
tides) by mass spectrometry is a rather solved problem in
proteomics, reliably identifying pairs of covalently linked pep-
tides (i.e., interpeptide / type 2 cross-links and intrapeptide / type
1 cross-links) is still a bottleneck. To date, there are only a few
reference engines for XL search, most prominently Crux [3],
CrossWork [4], StavroX[5], and pLink[6]. Differently than in
classical proteomics, where proteins are identified from a
large redundancy of peptides, generally allowing a 1% false-
discovery rate (FDR), we argue that XL-MS studies should avoid
false-positives at all costs, as the structural information brought
by each cross-link is not only fundamental but also unique. We
therefore advocate that the FDR control of classical proteomics is
not sufficient in the context of cross-linking: besides having each
identification associated with a stringent family-wise error rate
estimate or empirically derived score, a personal assessment
must be carried out. This is because a single wrong XL
identification is enough to create a conflicting protein model or
to incorrectly suggest an interaction between proteins. Yet the
problem of identifying XL peptides is far more challenging than
those of conventional proteomics, as the search space for
cross-linked peptides grows quadratically with the number of
peptides, which naturally decreases sensitivity and selectivity in
the classical search engine approach [7]. Moreover, the popula-
tion of XL spectra in an LC/MS/MS run isminutewhen compared
to those originating from linear peptides and from type 0
cross-links (i.e., peptides containing dead-end modifications).
Consequently, XL identification tools need to be very sensitive
and selective to provide means for the user to easily interpret
and verify each identification. In our hands, existing tools
presented false-positives among their top-scoring hits and were
computationally costly (data not shown). Additionally, they
provided limited or no resources at all for viewing, editing, and
manually validating XL peptide identifications, which is a
fundamental and time-consuming step in any experiment
addressing XL-MS.

Here we present the Spectrum Identification Machine for
Cross-Linked Peptides (SIM-XL), a fast and sensitive XL search
engine that is part of the PatternLab for proteomics environ-
ment [8]. The SIM-XL software was programmed in C# with
.NET Framework 4.5. The software requires a computer with
Windows 7 or later, and at least 4 GB of RAM. To perform a
search, the user begins by specifying the tandem mass
spectrum file, the FASTA sequence database file, as well as
parameters related to sample preparation (e.g., modifications)
and mass spectrometry features (e.g., ppm). A detailed
description of each SIM-XL parameter is available in its
integrated manual, which is accessible through the Help
menu, Read Me option. The current version is compatible
with the Mascot Generic Format [9], MS2 [10], and mzML[11]
and can work directly with Thermo .RAW files if the freely
available MSFileReader is locally installed.

Among its novelties,wepoint out three: (I) SIM-XL buildson a
new paradigm for search-space reduction. As previously men-
tioned, the larger the search space (i.e., the set of possibilities of
theoretical peptides or, in this case, combinations of peptides
originating from a database matching the experimental precur-
sor mass), the lower the sensitivity of the search engine [12]. To
address the quadratic growth arising from cross-linked peptide
candidates, our search engine employs a dynamic database
reduction heuristic to eliminate possibilities by considering only
combinations that contain at least one linear peptide identified
with a dead-end modification. (II) SIM-XL search engine takes
advantage of reporter ions [13], i.e., fingerprints ofmass spectral
peaks found almost exclusively in tandem mass spectra
derived from cross-linked peptides. By searching only tan-
dem mass spectra with these reporter ions, the chance of
false-positive identifications is decreased and the search
speed increases considerably. We note that feature I and II
are optional and therefore can be switched on or off. (III)
Our search engine provides a user-friendly Graphical User
Interface (GUI) that allows the user to assess each identifica-
tion interactively through a spectrum viewer and annotation
tool.

As described, SIM-XL can reduce the search space when
working in dynamic database reduction mode. To do this, it
begins by wrapping the Comet [14] search engine to perform a
preliminary search aiming to identify peptide spectrum
matches (PSMs) of linear peptides with a user-configurable
XCorr cutoff (default value: 1.5). A secondary database is then
dynamically generated with all possible pairs containing a
linear peptide with a dead-end and a peptide from the
identified proteins having a reactive site on the sequence.
When this mode is not activated, by contrast, all pairs of
peptides containing a reactive site in the sequence database
are considered. SIM-XL makes use of reporter ions by only
considering tandem mass spectra that contain reporter ions
from cross-linked peptides [13]. The idea of using reporter
ions for different strategies has been previously reported
[7,15–17]. This significantly decreases the number of spectra
to be searched and thus improves on both selectivity and
processing time, especially on large data sets. As previously
reported, these so-called reporter fragment ions are specific
to Lys-Lys cross-linked or dead-end modified peptides and
consist of a rearranged lysine side chain and the spacer arm
of the linker. SIM-XL can work with any set of diagnostic ions
that are specified in its GUI or XML parameter file. Yet we
note that to take advantage of reporter-ion filtering, MS/MS
acquisition should start at least at m/z of the lowest mass
reporter ion (in the case of DSS/BS3, m/z 220). Although this is
usually not a problem for TOF instruments, special attention
should be paid when acquiring data using Orbitrap analyzers,
as the m/z range is more restricted. For cases such as these,
mass spectra from the same precursor can optionally be
acquired in different ranges of m/z and our tool will
automatically generate consensus (merged) spectra.

SIM-XL uses multi-threading to take advantage of multiple
hardware cores and therefore significantly increase the
search speed. These speedups become evident especially in
those cases in which (i) no dead-end modifications are
specified, so the software has to work on the full search
space; (ii) MS/MS acquisition does not contain reporter ions,
so no reporter-ion spectrum filtering is possible; or (iii) the
number of proteins in the database is large, so the search
space is huge, even using the two filtering options described
previously.



Fig. 1 – Panel A shows the 2D interaction map for a data set from a protein complex consisting of five proteins (data undisclosed). By clicking on the Results tab, the dynamic
report is displayed. Mass spectra can be accessed by either clicking on the 2D-map link or on any dynamic report result. Dynamic cutoff scores can be applied and combined
with personal assessments (i.e., excellent, good, medium, fair, or poor).
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Fig. 2 – Plots of the cumulative number of non-decoy hits
for SIM-XL operating in different modes and for Crux,
considering in all cases the 50 top-scoring mass spectra. The
“SIM-XL w/ Dynamic Database Reduction” and “SIM-XL
w/ Dynamic Database Reduction + Reporter Ions” lines
coincide.
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Once the search engine finishes, SIM-XL presents its
results in three interconnected modes: the 2D interaction
map and the dynamic report (Fig. 2) and a “Heat map” of a
pairwise comparison (not shown). The former provides a
graphical representation of all XL links among the protein(s)
and the latter allows the user to sort identifications by several
criteria (e.g., primary score and ppm) and to make an
assessment for each spectrum. This assessment can be
saved in SIM-XL's dynamic report to help in keeping track of
which spectra were already evaluated and approved to be
considered, say, when determining a protein's structure or
inferring protein–protein interactions. Fig. 1 shows a
screenshot of SIM-XL's main GUI exemplifying its 2D interac-
tion map and the dynamic report.

We note than in the dynamic report, buttons are made
available to allow for the upload of high-quality annotated
XL-MS spectra to the online database we are developing to
support the creation of even more effective machine learning
approaches for identifying cross-linked peptide species orig-
inating from different cross-linkers, mass spectrometers, etc.
When a spectrum is uploaded, only information pertaining to
that single spectrum, including which peptides were
cross-linked, is sent to our server. As the number of XL mass
spectra is generally low for an experiment, we advocate that
libraries such as in this initiative can become fundamental for
the development of future, more sensitive tools.

SIM-XL's spectrum viewer and 2D interaction map are its
high points, constituting unique features that greatly simplify
the assessment of identification candidates, each of which
can be easily visualized by double-clicking on the identifica-
tion provided in the dynamic search engine report or in the
graphical representation in the 2D map. The spectrum viewer
allows the user to view the annotated ions and to zoom in on
a region of interest in the mass spectrum. Its importance to a
SIM-XL user resides in that it allows for the manual validation
of all assignments given by the software and, importantly, for
the easy verification of other assignment possibilities for the
same mass spectrum, thus supporting unbiased judgments,
independent of SIM-XL's scoring heuristic through an imme-
diate comparison assisted by SIM-XL's theoretical spectrum
predictor. We strongly encourage viewing further details and
functionalities in our online supplementary video available at
http://patternlabforproteomics.org/sim-xl/video.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of SIM-XL by analyzing a
data set aiming to aid in establishing a structural model for
the Human HSP90; the data set was generated as previously
described [13]. Briefly, disuccinimidyl suberate (DSS)
cross-linker was dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF,
Thermo Scientific) at a stock concentration of 27.1 mM. DSS
was added to the human C-terminal of HSP90 at a 1:50
(protein: DSS) ratio and incubated with the sample for 2 h at
room temperature. Cross-linking reaction was quenched with
ammonium bicarbonate 100 mM. Reduction and alkylation of
cysteine residues were performed using dithiothreitol and
iodacetamide during 30 min at 60 °C and at room tempera-
ture, respectively. The sample was digested with trypsin
(Promega) at 1:50 for 16 h at 37 °C. The peptides were
fractionated using an Oasis HLB cartridge (Waters Corp.) and
eluted with different concentration of acetonitrile and anal-
yses were performed using a Thermo Q-Exactive mass
spectrometer equipped with a nano-electrospray source
coupled to a nano EasyLC (Thermo, San Jose – CA).

The search engines used were Crux v. 2.0 and SIM-XL 1.0.
All searches were performed using carbamidomethylation of
cysteine as fixed modification; for SIM-XL, the variable
modifications were a dead-end DSS of 156.0786 Da and a DSS
cross-linker mass modification of 138.0681 Da; the remaining
parameters were defaults. The precursor and fragment
ion-mass tolerances were of 20 ppm. The sequence database
comprised the sequence of HSP90 plus those from five decoy
sequences. Benchmarking was performed on a MacPro with
Intel Xeon X5670 processors.

The searching times were 1 h 4 min 10 s, 1 h 5 min, 1 min
49 s, and 37 s, respectively, for Crux, SIM-XL in normal mode
(i.e., with features I and II off), SIM-XL with dynamic database
reduction activated, and SIM-XL with both dynamic database
reduction and the use of reporter ions activated. Plots of the
cumulative number of non-decoy hits among the 50
top-scoring spectra for these searches are found in Fig. 2.

Our data set consisted of 1,788 tandem mass spectra, of
which 973 contained at least one XL reporter ion. Among the
top-50 mass spectra reported by SIM-XL with both dynamic
database reduction and reporter ion modes turned off, three
XL originated from an HSP90-decoy peptide pair, two of which
presented reporter ions; in this case, an HSP90 peptide could
actually be there, but having its counterpart wrongly attribut-
ed. As for the remaining non-decoy identifications, all but four
did not have at least one reporter-ion peak. We also note that

http://patternlabforproteomics.org/sim-xl/video
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among all non-decoy identifications appearing in normal
mode, at least one of the cross-linked peptides had their
linear peptide version identified with a dead-end. Two of the
three HSP90-decoy duets did not have dead-end counterparts.

We recommend using SIM-XL with both the dynamic
database reduction and the reporter ion modes activated.
These can drastically decrease the chances of a false-positive
and significantly increase search speed; for the task at hand,
this resulted in reducing the search time from 1 h 5 min to
37 s. We believe these two features underscore SIM-XL as a
promising tool for addressing next generation challenges
such as in vivo cross-linking [19].

Finally, we note that SIM-XL is the first XL tool capable of
exporting results in the forthcoming mzIdentML 1.2 format
[18], established by the Proteomics Standards Initiative (PSI).
This has enabled us to perform the first complete submission
of an XL data set to the ProteomeXchange consortium (http://
proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org) via the PRIDE partner
repository [20] (data set identifier PXD001677, DOI 10.6019/
PXD001677). Consequently, all our data are readily available
to the scientific community. The remaining files, which
include the search results, parameter files, and the sequence
database, are available at the project's website (http://
patternlabforproteomics.org/sim-xl).
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